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Cityscape
Cathedral is culturally and historically central point of the Strängnäs area. Therefore
it is especially sensitive to the additions and modifications. Yet the changing needs
and activities of Strängnäs diocese, parish and other stakeholders demand additional
construction in the area. This proposal concentrates on context-aware and functional
solution.
The proposed formation of new buildings recreates the medieval wall, that used to enclose the cathedral area. This architectonic gesture will reinforce cultural and historical context as a whole at the same time revitalizing area with concentrated functions
around the cathedral. It creates clear destinations on the cathedral site. The proposal
also takes into consideration small 1-2 stores buildings and environment of the area
and culturally valuable vistas.
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Architecture
The architectural concept imply that buildings consist of two parts: stone base, that
corresponds with the medieval wall and white milky glass form that explores idea of
archetype of most common gabled roof that is prominent is Strängnäs. Architecture
of the buildings is contemporary with respect to surrounding heritage. It is humble,
but at the same time it has public nature.
The buildings can be used independently, divided into parts or combined according
to needs. Building units can be also re-purposed as architecture doesn’t imply any
particular function. There is a possibility of natural expansion in the future through
repetition of form.
New central entrance is located on north side close to parking area between Roggeborgen and Djäknegården. The new buildings surround existing gate creating natural articulated entrance to the cathedral area with respect to historical heritage.
Maintenance traffic is directed through Kyrkbrinken street, which is sufficiently wide
and asphalted. New cathedral storage spaces and trash handling is located close to
the maintenance area. Accessibility parking and access to the area is arranged from
north side. Withing the buildings accessibility is achieved with integrated ramps.
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Functional Programme
1. Common entrance
Programme 810 m²
New building, North
2. Spaces related to Church Services
Programme 150 m²
Existing building, Cathedral
3. Church Operation and Maintenance
Programme 350 m²
New building, North-West
4. Parish activities
Programme 380 m²
New building, South
5. See - and discover environment
Programme 120 m²
Existing, Roggeborgen
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6. Registry parish and diocese
Programme 830 m²
Existing buildings; Tryckerihuset 510 m²,
Domkapitelhuset 320 m²
7. Royal Library
Programme 290 m²
Existing building, Roggeborgen (1500 m²)
8. European school
Programme 100 m²
New building, North
9. Meeting and group rooms
Programme 880 m²
New building, South, 600 m²
Existing Roggeborgen, 280 m²
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